S P S (c|x) T T P T (c|x)
P S (c|x) ̸ = P T (c|x) x x w P S (c|x) = P T (c|x) P S (c|x) = P T (c|x) P T (c|x) P S (c|x)
P S (c|x) = P T (c|x) P S (x) ̸ = P T (x) (Sugiyama and Kawanabe 2011) (Sogaard 2013 )
w(x) = P T (x)/P S (x)
w(x i ) log P T (c i |x i ; θ) 
Jiang
WSD ( Okumura 2011, 2012; 2012) 
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